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CREW:
CREW LEADER:
EVALUATOR:
BEB CERTIFIER:
UNIT
EVALUATION TYPE
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
POINTS
CUTS
POINTS FOR TASK
1. Time Sensitive Reporting
200
a. Produce TGRAM 
2. TGRAM Reporting
a. Process gists
 i) Incorporate all time sensitive reports into TGRAM
100
100
 ii) Sanitize TGRAM for SECRET dissemination
400
b. Draft reports on gisted information
400
i) Identifiy correct reporting vehicle
 i) Complete reports within given timeline
 iii) Sanitize reports for information recipients as necessary
100
 iv) Include all possible EEIs in sanitized report
100
100
 ii) Use correct classification on reporting vehicle
100
100
iv) Identify critical and/or time sensitive information
iii) Identify correct information recipients
100
100
ii) Identify EEIs
100
SCORECARD FOR SIGINT (35N) MI TRAINING STRATEGY TIER 4
For use of this form, see TC 2-19.404; the proponent agency is  TRADOC
TASK
PERFORMANCE STEPS and MEASURES
MAXIMUM POINTS
REMARKS
DIAGNOSTIC
RECORD
900-1000
DISTINGUISHED
800-899
SUPERIOR
OVERALL SCORE
RATING SCALE (Check appropriate level) 
SIGINT Reporting
700-799
CERTIFIED
0-699
NOT CERTIFIED
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COMBINED TOTAL :
START TIME
STOP TIME
CREW:
EVALUATOR's SIGNATURE:
CREW LEADER's SIGNATURE:
BEB CERTIFIER's SIGNATURE:
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
Soldier commits a classification violation. (computers seized and access suspended creates inability to continue with certification)
Soldier commits a classification violation. (computers seized and access suspended creates inability to continue with certification)
Soldier commits a classification violation. (computers seized and access suspended creates inability to continue with certification)
Major Tasks
Graded Measures
Exceeds Standards (100%)
Meets Standards (85%)
Identify correct reporting vehicle
Identify correct reporting recipients
Soldier effectively and quickly submits reports to all necessary recipients.
Soldier submits reports to all necessary recipients, but must regularly utilize references.
Soldier does not submit reports to all necessary recipients
Complete reports within given timeframe
Soldier completes almost all reports within five minutes of recognition.
Soldier completes all reports within given timeframe.
Soldier completes reports, but regularly after the given timeframe.
Soldier regularly does not identify obvious EEIs within gists.
Soldier identifies all obvious and most ancillary EEIs within all gists.
Soldier identifies all obvious and ancillary EEIs within all gists
Identify EEIs
Soldier effectively and quickly identifies the correct reporting vehicle for all reportable gists.
Soldier identifies the correct reporting vehicle for all reportable gists, but must regularly utilize references.
Date of Exam:
CST OIC:
Evaluator Name:
Below Standards (60%)
Cuts (0%)
1. Time Sensitive Reporting
a) Process gists 
(400 points)
b) Draft reports on
gisted information 
(400 points)
2. TGRAM Reporting
a) Produce TGRAM 
(200 points)
Soldier regularly does not identify the correct reporting vehicle for all reportable gists.
RUBRIC
Soldier appropriately sanitizes the TGRAM to the SECRET level, but omits several EEIs.
Soldier appropriately sanitizes the TGRAM to the SECRET level and retains almost all of the EEIs.
Soldier appropriately sanitizes the TGRAM to the SECRET level and retains all necessary EEIs.
Sanitize TGRAM for SECRET dissemination
Soldier does not identify several EEIs from the time sensitive reporting for inclusion in a TGRAM.
Soldier effectively and quickly identifies EEIs from most time sensitive reports for inclusion in a TGRAM.
Soldier effectively and quickly identifies EEIs from all time sensitive reports for inclusion in a TGRAM.
Incorporate all time sensitive reports into TGRAM
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CST CREW MEMBERS:
Use correct classification on reporting vehicle
Include all EEIs in sanitized reports
Soldier effectively and quickly uses correct classification for all reports
Soldier uses correct classification for all reports, but must regularly utilize references.
Soldier does not commit a classification violation, but reports may be overclassified. Soldier depends on references for all reports.
Sanitize reports for information recipients as necessary
Soldier immediately identifies all reports requiring sanitization and utilizes the appropriate reporting medium.
Soldier identifies all reports requiring sanitization and utilizes the appropriate reporting medium within given timeframe.
Soldier does not identify all reports requiring sanitization or utilizes inappropriate reporting medium.
Soldier includes all identified obvious and ancillary EEIs within all sanitized reports.
Soldier includes all identified obvious EEIs within all sanitized reports, but may miss ancillary EEIs.
Soldier regularly does not include obvious EEIs within sanitized reports.
Identify critical and time sensitive information
Soldier identifies and reports all critical and time sensitive information with the appropriate reporting vehicle immediately upon recognition
Soldier identifies and reports all critical and time sensitive information with the appropriate reporting vehicle within the required timeline.
Soldier does not identify obvious critical and time sensitive information or regularly exceeds the required reporting timeline.
Soldier commits a classification violation. (computers seized and access suspended creates inability to continue with certification)
1.00
APD
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